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Abstract. Constraint Handling Rules [3] (CHR) is a concurrent commited-
choice constraint programming language to describe transformations (rewrit-
ings) among multi-sets of constraints. One of the main CHR execution
tasks is the search for constraints matching a rule head. Several op-
timization techniques have been widely studied, yet the actual details
of the search strategies and their implementation are rarely the center
of attention. In this paper, we explore the implementation of several
search strategies using the lazy functional language Haskell. In combina-
tion with concurrency abstractions as supported by the Glasgow Haskell
Compiler we obtain very clean and efficient implementations for search-
ing of matching constraints.

1 Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules [3] (CHR) is a high level concurrent commited-
choice constraint programming language to describe transformations (rewrit-
ings) among multi-sets of constraints (atomic formulae). Originally, CHR was
designed to write incremental constraint solvers, but CHR is now used in a wide
range of other applications such as type system design and agent specification.
One of the main execution tasks of CHR is the task of searching for sets of con-
straints from the store which match the right-hand side (also known as head)
of a CHR rule. CHR are traditionally implemented using logic languages such
as Prolog and HAL. For example, Prolog’s backtracking mechanism allows to
calculate all possible matches.

In this paper, we explore the implementation of the search for matching
constraints using Haskell [8]. Concretely, we use Haskell as supported by the
Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [4]. Our contributions are:

– We employ Haskell’s lazy evaluation to implement a backtracking search
strategy for matching constraints (Section 4).

– GHC’s powerful concurrency abstractions allows us to perform the search
concurrently (Section 5).

– In fact, it is the combination of lazy and concurrent evaluation which is
important to achieve an efficient implementation for searching of matching
constraints (Section 6).



We continue in Section 2 where we motivate the problem of searching for
matching constraints. We conclude in Section 7 where we also discuss related
work. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of CHR and its
compilation, for example see [1, 5, 9]. We assume that the reader has some basic
knowledge of functional programming/Haskell.

2 Motivation

We illustrate the search for matching constraints via an example. Figure 1 defines
a CHR rule which fires if we find a matching copy of A(1,x), B(x,y) and C(z)
in the constraint store such that the guard y>z is satisfied. In contrast to Prolog
which uses unification, we never instantiate constraints in the store to fire a
CHR. We assume that the constraint store is a multi-set of constraints where
we assign unique indices #i to constraints to distinguish multiple copies. The
search space for constraints which match rule heads forms a tree to which we
refer to as the match tree. Figure 1 gives the match tree for rule r where we seek
for matchings of rule heads A(1,x), B(x,y) and C(z) (in this order). Successful
leaf nodes contain the complete rule head match which corresponds to all rule
heads along the path from the root to the leaf node. Successful means that the
guard constraint is satisfied.

There are four successful matches. However, it is not possible to fire all of
them together. Rule r mixes propagation and simplification. That is, we prop-
agate A(1,x) but simplify B(x,y) and C(z) by the left-hand side D(x,y,z).
Propagation means the constraint A(1,x) remains in the store whereas simpli-
fication means that we remove the constraints B(x,y) and C(z) from the store.
Hence, if we choose to use match M1 match M2 becomes invalid. This is the case
because M1 and M2 share the constraint B(2,10)#2 which will be simplified.
Hence, we can either use match M1 or M2 but not both. Similarly, match M3
becomes invalid because of the shared, simplified constraint C(5)#5. Hence, we
conclude that by choosing match M1 first, the only remaining valid match is
M4. Figure 1 gives the execution of rule r using matches M1 and M4.

The point to note is that the knowledge of which heads are propagated and
which are simplified is crucial to calculate the set of valid matches. If all head
constraints are simplified then there can only be a single, valid match. If all
head constraints are propagated then all successful matches are also valid. It
is the combination of propagated and simplified head constraints which makes
the search for valid matches challenging. In case of Prolog the situation is much
simpler because Prolog clauses are single-headed and always simplified.

We could entirely avoid the problem of having to distinguish between prop-
agated and simplified heads by only using “pure” simplification rules. For ex-
ample, instead of rule r which uses a mix of propagation and simplification we
could use the following rule which only uses simplification.

r’ @ A(1,x), B(x,y), C(z) ⇔ y>z | A(1,x), D(x,y,z)
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A CHR simpagation rule:

r @ A(1,x) \ B(x,y), C(z) ⇔ y>z | D(x,y,z)
Constraint store:

{A(1,2)#1, B(2,10)#2, B(2,8)#3, C(5)#4, C(6)#5, C(12)#6}
Match tree:

Lookup :
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Lookup :
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B(2,8)#3
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Lookup :
Simp
C(5)#5
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Lookup :
Simp
C(6)#6

��

Lookup :
Simp

C(12)#7

��

Lookup :
Simp
C(5)#5

��

Lookup :
Simp
C(6)#6

��

Lookup :
Simp

C(12)#7

��
Guard :
10>5: Yes

��

Guard :
10>6: Yes

��

Guard :
10>12: No

Guard :
10>5: Yes

��

Guard :
10>6: Yes

��

Guard :
10>12: No

Match :
A(1,2)#1
B(2,10)#2
C(5)#5

Match :
A(1,2)#1
B(2,10)#2
C(6)#6

Match :
A(1,2)#1
B(2,8)#3
C(5)#5

Match :
A(1,2)#1
B(2,8)#3
C(6)#6

M1 M2 M3 M4

Execution of rule r using matches M1 and M4:

{A(1,2)#1, B(2,10)#2, B(2,8)#3, C(5)#4, C(6)#5, C(12)#6}
�∗

r {A(1,2)#1, C(12)#6, D(2,10,5), D(2,8,6)}

Fig. 1. Example of CHR rule, derivation and match Tree

However, in terms of CHR execution it is more efficient to find all valid
matches and fire them exhaustively. Another reason is that propagated heads
possibly enable the concurrent execution of CHR. We refer to [10, 6] for more
details related to the concurrent execution of CHR.

The central idea of this paper is to make use of lazy and concurrent evalu-
ation to implement the search for matching constraints. Strictly using only one
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data Term = Var String | Val String

data UCons = UCons { symbol::String , args::[Term] }

data HeadType = Simp | Prop

data RuleHead = RuleHead { htype::HeadType , hcons::UCons }
data SearchTask = Lookup HeadType (UCons -> Bool)

| Guard ([UCons] -> Bool)

data CHRStore

getMatches :: CHRStore -> (UCons -> Bool) -> IO [UCons]

Fig. 2. Basic Haskell Interface

evaluation method is sufficient, but not always efficient. While a pure concurrent
implementation of the search task computes all possible matches, some matches
are invalid if they contain simplified constraints. See the above example. There-
fore, we combine both evaluation strategies, particularly concurrent search is
used up to the first simplified head (from the root) of the match tree, after
which subtrees are explored using lazy/backtracking search. Thus, we can maxi-
mize concurrency while minimizing the actual number of nodes which yield valid
matches. For the implementation we use the lazy functional language Haskell as
supported by GHC as it offers features like lazy evaluation and powerful con-
currency abstractions which makes the implementation and integration of these
search strategies very easy.

Before we dive into the details of our search strategies, we first take a look
at how we represent search tasks and build match trees in Haskell.

3 Search Task and Match Tree Basics

We introduce some basic data structures to describe the search for matching
constraints. For convenience, we assume that rule heads are linear. That is, each
variable occurs at most once in a constraint in the rule head. It is straightforward
to linearize CHR rules. For example, the earlier rule r is linearized as follows

r @ A(1,x1) \ B(x2,y), C(z) ⇔ y>z ∧ x1==x2 | D(x,y,z)

Rule heads and guards are compiled into a sequence of search tasks. A search
task either consists of looking up a matching head (which can either be propa-
gated or simplified) , or testing a guard. Here is a possible search task for the
above (linearized) rule r represented in Haskell.

s1 = [Lookup Prop patA, Lookup Simp patB,
Guard g1, Lookup Simp patC, Guard g2]

where
-- A(1,x1)
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patA (UCons "A" [Val 1,_]) = True
patA _ = False
-- B(x2,y)
patB (UCons "B" [_,_]) = True
patB _ = False
-- x1 == x2
g1 [UCons "A" [_,x1],UCons "B" [x2,_]] = x1==x2
--C(z)
patC (UCons "C" [_]) = True
patC _ = False
-- y > z
g2 [_,UCons "B" [_,y],UCons "C" [z]] = y>z
-- g2 _ = error "impossible"

We assume the data type definitions from Figure 2. Terms can be either vari-
ables or values. For simplicity, we assume that all values are strings. User (CHR)
constraints are described by their (predicate) symbol and term arguments. For
each lookup we define a function which checks whether the current constraint is
a succesful match. The idea is to collect all matching constraints by mapping this
function over the entire constraint store. For the guard check we define a func-
tion which takes in as argument the succesful matches so far and then performs
the specific test. Note that we assume that all guard functions are well-formed,
hence their definitions always match the matching rule heads so far. In essence,
we use functions to avoid the explicit treatment of substitutions. How to ac-
tually compute search tasks from CHR rules is described elsewhere [1, 9]. The
CHR store contains a collection of user constraints and is a shared data structure
accessable by multiple computation threads. For simplicity, we abstract away its
underlying implementation.

Building a match tree for given search task is now straightforward. Figure 3
contains the details. Let us first take a look at the MTree data type. Each MNode
consists of a rule head and a list of sub-trees. Successful complete matches are
stored in MLeaf as a list of rule heads. An unsuccessful branch is represented by
an MNode with an empty list of subtrees. This may happen in case the search for
matching constraints fails or the test of a guard condition yields false.

The buildMTree operation builds a match tree given the constraint store
and a list of search tasks. We leave the constraint store abstract and assume
a function getMatches to find all matching constraints in the store for a given
lookup task. We assume that the constraint store is an “imperative” data struc-
ture living in the heap. This is reflected by the monadic type of getMatches. See
Figure 2. Building the entire tree is an expensive and not always necessary task
(at least for simplified matches). For this, we use lazy evaluation (in the form of
the mapIOLazily operation), which lazily evaluates all sub-trees of a node. In
Haskell, monadic operations are generally strict. Via the unsafeInterleaveIO
library operation we can delay the execution of the IO argument until the value
is required. Thus, how much of the match tree is actually evaluated depends on
the specific search strategies.
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data MTree = MNode RuleHead [MTree] | MLeaf [RuleHead]

buildMTree :: CHRStore -> [SearchTask] -> IO [MTree]

buildMTree str tasks = build tasks

where

build :: [RuleHead] -> [SearchTask] -> IO [MTree]

build matches ((Lookup ht filter):st) = do

ms <- getMatches str filter

mapIOLazily (\m -> do let rhead = RuleHead ht m

mts <- build (matches ++ [rhead]) st

return (MNode rhead mts))

ms

build matches ((ScheduleGuard guard):st) =

if guard (map hcons matches) then build matches st

else return []

build matches [] = return (MLeaf matches)

mapIOLazily :: (a -> IO b) -> [a] -> IO [b]

mapIOLazily f (a:as) = do b <- f a

bs <- unsafeInterleaveIO (mapIOLazily f as)

return (b:bs)

mapIOLazily [] = return []

Fig. 3. MTree DataType and Building an MTree

We continue by first looking at the lazy search implementation in Section 4.
Laziness allows us to emulate backtracking. Then, in Section 5 we consider the
concurrent search implementation before we finally take a look at mixing both
search methods in Section 6.

4 Lazy Search

This section highlights the lazy search implementation. Note that we essentially
use lazy evaluation to a emulate backtracking search, the same way we use
laziness to evaluate match trees in Section 3. Figure 4 shows the lazySearch
operation which executes lazy search on a given match tree. Recall that the
match tree in Section 3 is built lazily. Thus, how much of the match tree is
actually evaluated depends on which subtrees are explored by this operation.

The search begins at the root of the match tree. For nodes with propagated
rule heads, we explore all its sub-trees and return all matches found (denoted
{l-1} in the code). The joinLists function simply concatenates and unfolds a
list of list of matches into a single top-level list. For nodes with simplified rule
heads, we only return the first match found ({l-2}). This is done by using the
mapLazilyIO function (Figure 3) to expand subtrees of the node and headOnly
function to return only the head of the list of matches. Note we do a liveness test
({l-3}) each rule heads. This prunes away hopeless branches where the current
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lazySearch :: CHRStore -> MTree -> IO [[RuleHead]]

lazySearch str mt = do

lzSearch mt

where

lzSearch :: MTree -> IO [[RuleHead]]

lzSearch (MNode rh mts) | (htype rh) == Prop = do

b <- atomically (areAlive str [rh]) -- {l-3}
if b then do mss <- mapM (\mt -> forkIO (lzSearch mt)) mts

return (joinLists mss) -- {l-1}
else return []

lzSearch (MNode rh mts) | (htype rh) == Simp = do

b <- atomically (areAlive str [rh]) -- {l-3}
if b then do mss <- mapLazilyIO (\mt -> forkIO (lzSearch mt)) mts

return (headOnly (joinLists mss)) -- {l-2}
else return []

lzSearch (MLeaf rhds) = do

b <- atomically (revalidateAndCommit str rhds) -- {l-4}
if b then return [rhds]

else return []

headOnly :: [a] -> [a] joinLists :: [[a]] -> [a]

headOnly (a: ) = [a] joinLists (a:as) = a ++ (joinLists as)

headOnly [] = [] joinLists [] = []

Fig. 4. Lazy Search

areAlive :: CHRStore -> [RuleHead] -> STM Bool

deleteSimpHeads :: CHRStore -> [RuleHead] -> STM Bool

revalidateAndCommit :: CHRStore -> [RuleHead] -> STM Bool

revalidateAndCommit str rhds = do

b <- areAlive str rhds

if b then do deleteSimpHeads str rhds

return True

else return False

atomically :: IO a -> STM a

Fig. 5. More CHR Store Interface, Revalidate and Commit

rule head has already been deleted. The base case (MLeaf) returns the complete
match only if the match can be successfully validated (all heads are alive in store)
and committed (all simplified heads are deleted) via the revalidateAndCommit
({l-4}) operation shown in Figure 5. The ’revalidate’ part of this operation
seems redundant for now, but it’s purpose will be clearer in Section 6.
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concurrentSearch :: CHRStore -> MTree -> IO (TChan [RuleHead])

concurrentSearch str mt = do

tc <- newTChan

concSearch mt tc

return tc

where

concSearch :: MTree -> TChan [RuleHead] -> IO ()

concSearch (MNode rh mts) tc = do -- {c-2}
b <- atomically (areAlive str [rh])

if b then mapM (\mt -> forkIO (concSearch mt tc)) mts -- {c-1}
else return ()

concSearch (MLeaf rhs) tc = do

b <- atomically (revalidateAndCommit str rhs) -- {c-4}
if b then writeTChan tc rhs -- {c-3}

else return ()

Fig. 6. Concurrent Search

Note that here we use a different kind of monadic operation: STM operations
are operations that can safely access shared transaction memory locations. The
STM monad implements a concurrency protocol known as software transaction
memory [7]. STM protocol guarantees the safety that such operations are executed
atomically (executes as though as a single atomic action) and isolated (effects
of partially executed operations are not globally visible). STM operations are
executed in an IO operation via the atomically operation.

We can use strictly only the lazySearch operation to find CHR rule matches,
however it does not allow any form of concurrency since it is after all just a simple
single-threaded backtracking search. In Section 5, we show the concurrent search
implemented in a brute force manner.

5 Concurrent Search

The concurrent search maximizes the concurrency by exploring all branches of
the match tree concurrently. Figure 6 shows the implementation of the concur-
rent search. Note that this implementation uses some operations highlighted in
Figure 4 and 5. (revalidateAndCommit, areAlive, etc..) The key idea is to
fork a computation thread dedicated to evaluate each unique sub-tree of the
match tree. We do this with the help of Haskell library function forkIO ({c-1})
which forks light-weight threads to execute a given computation. Note that we
ignore whether nodes are simplified or propagated heads ({c-2}) in this brute
force concurrent implementation. Figure 7 introduces transactional channels. A
TChan act as a communication channel which can be shared by multiple program
threads, reading and writing from it concurrently via the interfaces readTChan
and writeTChan.
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data TChan a

newTChan :: STM (TChan a)

readTChan :: TChan a -> STM a

writeTChan :: TChan a -> a -> STM ()

Fig. 7. Haskell STM Transactional Channels

The return type of concurrentSearch operation differs from that of the
lazysearch; a new transactional channel TChan [RuleHead] is created for each
call of this operation. Each successful search thread contributes by writing their
successful match on to the channel ({c-3}). The purpose of the revalidateAndCommit
operation ({c-4}) should be apparent by now. It is likely that two or more con-
current threads compete for same constraint in the store, while trying to commit
their respective rule head matches. Hence to guarantee that only one such match
will ever successfully commit, this operation must be done atomically.

The concurrent search works ideally if all rule heads are propagated, since
all combinations of rule head matches must be computed anyway. However if
there are many simplified heads in the rule, many of the matches computed will
actually be redundant. In Section 6, we combine the lazy search and concurrent
search.

6 Combining Lazy and Concurrent Search

The lazy search describes a pure sequential backtracking search, while concurrent
search describes a brute force concurrent search. The lazy and concurrent search
merges the two strategies: Concurrent search is executed up to the point of
the first (from the root) simplified head, after which subtrees are explored via
lazy/backtracking search.

Figure 8 shows the lazyConcurrentSearch operation. Concurrent search is
executed ({lc-1}) so as long as only propagated heads are encountered. Once
an execution thread reaches its first simplified head, a lazy search is executed in
place of the concurrent search ({lc-2}). The results from this lazy search are
written into the transactional channel. ({lc-3}) Note that there would only be
at most one successful match from this search, since it’s root is a simplified head.

Successful matches are commited ({lc-4}) in the same manner as the pre-
vious implementations. Note that our reasons for using the same revalidate and
commit mechanism even in lazySearch should be apparent now: revalidateAndCommit
is required now since it is possible for other concurrently executed search routines
to be competing for the same simplified constraints.
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lazyConcurrentSearch :: CHRStore -> MTree -> IO (TChan [RuleHead])

lazyConcurrentSearch str mt = do

tc <- newTChan

lconcSearch mt tc

return tc

where

lconcSearch :: MTree -> TChan [RuleHead] -> IO ()

lconcSearch (MNode rh mts) tc | (htype rh) == Prop = do

b <- atomically (areAlive str [rh])

if b then mapM (\mt -> forkIO (lconcSearch mt tc)) mts -- {lc-1}
else return ()

lconcSearch (MNode rh mts) tc | (htype rh) == Simp = do

b <- atomically (areAlive str [rh])

if b then do mss <- mapM (\mt -> lazySearch str mt) mts -- {lc-2}
mapM (writeTChan tc) (joinLists mss) -- {lc-3}

else return ()

lconcSearch (MLeaf rhds) tc = do

b <- atomically (revalidateAndCommit str rhds) -- {lc-4}
if b then writeTChan tc rhds

else return ()

Fig. 8. Lazy and Concurrent Search

7 Conclusion and Related Works

We have highlighted the implementation of three search strategies for CHR rule
head matching, namely lazy search, concurrent search and the combined lazy
and concurrent search. Lazy evaluation allows us to define a backtracking search
declaratively while not forcing strict and unnecessary runtime computations.
Concurrent search allow us to search for matches concurrently.

Yet strictly using one of these two search strategies on its own cannot yield
the best performance: committing entirely to lazy match search forces us to ex-
plore the match tree sequentially, while pure concurrent match search computes
all possible matches and many of which may be redundant if there are sim-
plified constraints. By combining the two approaches, the lazy and concurrent
match search offers the most concurrency, while computing the least number of
redundant matches.

Optimized CHR compilation techniques have been widely studied. An im-
plementation of CHR in Haskell is also explored in [2]. Yet to the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to explicitly explore concurrent and lazy search tech-
niques. Local optimization techniques like optimal join-ordering and early guard
scheduling discussed in [5, 1, 9] are compatible with our implementation.

In the future, we intend to introduce these match searching techniques to
our concurrent CHR implementation [10, 6]. Other possible future works include
integrating other existing CHR optimization techniques (for example late stor-
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age, continuation optimizations, etc) into our frame work, as well as obtaining
empirical results on the performance of various search techniques discussed here.
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